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Various opportunities await graduates for the future
the Peace Corps has been to
educate students and
"My will shall shape the
teachers in Africa. Asia,
future. V\Alether I fail or
Eastern Europe, Latin
succeed shall be no man's
America, and the Pacific.
doing but my own. I am the
The benefits of Peace
force; I can clear any
Corps service doesn't end
obstacle before me, or I can
with overseas service. It is
be lost in the maze. My
definitely an experience to
choice: my responsibility: win draw on for the rest of your
or lose, only I hold the key to lifetime. Today's Peace
my destiny." Elaine Maxwell.
Corps is more vital than ever,
Many students have
stepping into new countries
come to a cross road once
such as East Timor, working
again in their lives, and it's
in emerging and essential
time for them to decide what
areas such as information
path they will follow. As hard
technology and business
as it may seem, this decision development, and committing
may be one that will
1,000 new volunteers as a
determine how they will
part of President Bush's
spend the next few years of
HIV/AIDS Act of 2003. In
their lives.
today's marketplace, fluency
Given a valuable Jesuit
in foreign languages,
education at Regis, many
international experience, and
Regis seniors feel prepared
cross-cultural understanding
to enter the work force. Not
are highly sought-after
all, however, are fully
assets in many sectors of the
prepared to make this step.
increasingly global economy.
Lucy Greenslade,
Thankfully, there are several
alternative options for
graduating with a Fine Arts
graduating seniors. One
and Communication major, is
worthy opportunity that
one student who will be
several Regis students are
volunteering for The Peace
considering is volunteering
Corps after she graduates
with an aid organization.
Regis.
The Peace Corps is one
"I wanted to travel
of the many aid
outside of the country, as
organizations that students
well as do service work and
may plan to volunteer for.
help others," stated
This organization was
Greenslade.
officially founded in 1961 ,
Greenslade will depart
and for four decades it have
next winter on January 13,
been adapting and
2005. She will first be
responding to the issues of
traveling to Florida, where
the times. The main goal of
she will spend a couple days
by Kathleen Ryan
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meeting her
fellow
volunteers,
as well as
getting
some
necessary
shots and
health
check-ups.
The
next part of
the
adventure is
when
Peace Corps volunteers help all over the world. This
Greenslade picture was taken in Belize.
will take her Photo courtesy of www.peacecorps.com

:;;::======

biggest
step: flying off to the
Caribbean. Upon her arrival.
she will spend the next three
months going through
various training sessions
before she starts her 27month volunteer work doing
community development all
over the Caribbean, as well
as integrating into a new and
different overseas
community.
"I am most excited about
the whole experience. I am
really looking forward to the
change of lifestyle that I will
acquire," said Greenslade.
In the Caribbean,
Greenslade will be given a
monthly living stipend to
cover housing and other
basic needs. Upon her
completion, Greenslade will
also receive a sum of
money; as well as a health
insurance plan that will be
paid for up until 18 months

Graduates, family, and friends look forward to Sing-Sing
by Nikki Lawson
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after her service is
completed . Throughout this
two year and three month
period, each volunteer is
given 24 vacation days per
year Greenslade hopes to
use this grace period as a
time to travel, or hopefully
have some visitors. "l think
the most challenging aspect
that I will have to face is lack
of contact with my family and
friends," Greenslade said.
Visitors are able to come and
go as they please, and also
are allowed to stay with the
volunteer.
The Peace Corps is one
of the many possibilities
awaiting college graduates.
You give and you get in life.
The chance to make a real
difference in other's lives is
the reason most volunteers
serve in The Peace Corps.

On the night of graduation the
place to be is Sing-Sing. Every year,
Regis University rents out the popular
piano bar for the enjoyment of the new
graduates and their families and
friends. Located in Downtown Denver
below the Chophouse Restaurant at
19th and Wynkoop Street, the May 2
graduation celebration will last from
8:00pm-2:00am.
A single ticket costs $7.50 and a
package of 10 tickets is $50.00.
Tickets are available now and will also
be available at the door. Drinks will be
~==;:::::::::::::;::===;::==
available to students, graduates and
Sing-Sing, located at 19th and v\,ynkoop will be a
family and friends ages 21 and up with great way to toast the 2004 graduates.
a valid ID, and individuals under the
photo courtesy of www.yahooimages.com

age of 18 are only allowed
admittance until 1O:OOpm.
As Denver's only piano bar,
Sing-Sing's unique environment
consists of two dueling pianists who
take song requests and use
comedic renditions of these
requests to entertain the lively
crowd. The crowd is also
encouraged to sing a long and
enjoy the talented musicians.
So on May 2, congratulate
Regis University's Class of 2004 by
attending the celebration at SingSing.
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Highlander Editor gives his goodbyes and
thanks Regis for a great four years
by Padraic J. Swanton

During my four-year tenure at this university I have
certainly seen and learned a lot about countless different
subjects. Clearly, some of these subjects are more
important, enlightening and interesting than others, but
needless to say I have gained a Bachelor of Art's worth of
knowledge while attending class here at Regis University.
Learning about realism or transcendentalism in
literature, the affects of the media on everything, why
America is the best, or worst country in the world and who
knows what other subject matter has definitely opened my
eyes a little wider than any previous education I may have
received.
Not only has class work prepared me for life after
whatever you want to call this, all the aspects of school
have done their fair share of preparing me for life in the
"real" world, the world outside the walls of Regis University.
Typing a 20-page paper on a Sunday afternoon,
reading a 400-page book in 36 hours, and sitting through
3-hour lectures about film editing is surely some sort of
preparation for my chosen career, whatever that may be.
Additionally, on the other side of the college spectrum
there are plenty of other life experiences learned while
attending college. Dealing with landlords, fake IDs,
roommates, buying food and everything else we need to
survive our lifestyle are all crucial life lessons learned in
four years of college.
One of he most important career lessons to be learned
is that just because it's snowing or cold outside doesn't
mean you don't have to go to work, because plenty of us
have taken that mindset before hitting the snooze button
one too many times.
In any case, my stint here at Regis University has
come to a momentous close with graduation and this final
issue of the year. Not only am I, or rather all students
lucky to have the opportunity to college, we all should be
appreciative of those who made sure we su~ceeded in our
task to graduate. A great deal of Americans will never get
the chance we have now completed and it is important that
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we now make the most of it.
For those who aren't graduating on May 2, 2004, my
best advice is just that: make the most of the opportunity
you have here and any education you can receive. Read
the paper, watch the news and try to be knowledgeable
about the world around you. As we all know, there are
already too many people who don't have the faintest idea
where Iraq, Afghanistan or "LoDo" are located.
Anyway, in conclusion I would like to thank all those
who put up with my pseudo-intellectual ramblings this year.
They are hard to get through and I appreciate those who
made the voyage. Also, I would like to thank all those who
made sure I made it through four years alive and with
decent grades; namely those in the Communication and
English departments and everyone else who
unquestionably knows who they are.
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TYE HIGHLANDER'S PURPOSE IS TO PROVIDE
ACCURATE AND THOROUGH INFORMATION
BOUT THE ACTIVITIES OF THE REGIS UNIVEltSITY
COMMUNITY. As A STUDENT DRIVEN
ENTERPRISE, THE HIGHLANDER SEEKS TO GIVE
VOICE TO THE DIVERSE VIEWS OF ITS STUDENTS,
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LANGUAGE WILL NOT BE PUBLISHED.
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PUBLICATION.
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Outside Speakers have the potential to heighten the graduation
experience and give Regis notoriety in general public
To all who read this first let me extend a note of
congratulations. For those of you graduating and to
hose who have come to experience it with them, it
is truly an accomplishment to be proud of. For
hose of you just finishing another year,
congratulations as well, you're on your way to
alking across that stage some day.
On the topic of walking across stages, let me
speak a minute about that tradition of graduation.
II across America in the next couple of weeks,
young (and sometimes not so young) men and
omen and their friends and families will sit through
graduation ceremonies to celebrate the final event
of their formal education before they go out to save
the world from the tribulations that plague it. Or
they'll just go find a Job and try to make a decent
living. Either way, a tradition persists across
America that includes an inspirational speaker to
ppear before these eager graduates.
This speaker 1s supposed to tell us a motivating
tory or leave us with words we'll remember forever.
~t each ceremony, a few people will usually speak.
Often a student or two get the chance to address
their peers The president or dean of the school will
often bestow their knowledge. Many schools also
bring in a speaker from outside the university
community. This speaker is usually someone the
crowd recognizes because of their accomplishments
or story.
These speakers come from a variety of different
professions and cover a myriad of topics in their
addresses. They include journalists and authors,
ollt1cians and activists, actors and sports stars, and

address the graduating class. I am wnting this to
plant the seed of change.
The explanation from the school is one of time
constraints. I understand and appreciate this.
Regis still calls each student by name to receive a
diploma on stage. I agree that thrs needs to
continue. We enrolled in a small school for many
good reasons, and this is one of them. I know I
want my parents to have that chill run down their
backs when they hear my name. I want to have a
picture of me receiving my diploma on stage that I
can place on their piano in the living room.
But my question Is this: can we not have both?
I know it 1s easy for a staff writer of the student
publication to question the year long planning of
school officials about their policy on the single most
important event the school hosts each year.
However, I have heard the students talk. I have
heard some of the faculty speak of it. Students
desire to walk away from our graduation with not
only a diploma, but also an incredible oratory
experience that will culminate the years of time we
have spent here at Regis.
Please do not misunderstand me, graduation
will be incredible, outside speaker or not But why
not make it a record of importance for more than
just the Regis community. I hope I might have the
chance to say to my children when they study the
100 greatest speeches of this century that I was
there for number fifteen, or I saw number forty in
person. I heard those words that history will always
remember and it gave me something to take with
me out into the world.

Bill Cosby 1s a popular graduat1~m speaker, delivering
numerous commencement speeches at a vanety of
schools over the years.
photo courtesy of en.wik1ped1a.org

businessmen among others. Sometimes they are
alumnus of the school and sometimes not. They
often come to further their own cause, but these
causes are most often Just and they also bestow
important and stimulating ideas in the minds of
students who will go on to be leaders and shapers
of our nation and society.
They also bring notoriety to the school they
speak at. They often carry well-known names and
important titles. People remember the location of
great speeches. 'Remember when he spoke at
Regis?' they might say, or 'The commencement
speech at Regis in '01 was really incredible.' At this
point, Regis does not invite outside speakers to
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We finally made it!
The list of the May 2005 graduates

t

Erica P. Abeita
Charles B. Albrecht
Andrew Christopher
Allen
Rachel Dawn Anderson
Taylor Michael Anderson
Kristine Andurlakis
Kelly Nicole Applegate
Laura R. Applegath
Naomi Arai
Geoffrey Michael Arte
Lisa J. Ashbaugh
Theresa Lee Aubinger
Nathan D. Austin
Golbue Baghai
Jennifer Anne Bain
Amy A. Baisley
Genevieve P. Barlow
Jessica J. Barnes
Amanda Baumgartner
Julianna Marie Bayley
Jennifer A. Beckman
Ann Catherine Belanger
Jeremy A. Bennett
Charles Robert Beriault
Julian Tourner Biglow
Mark James Biller
Maureen Ann Bisio
Armando Elias Blanco
Carrie Elizabeth Boyd
Chad Michael Boyd
Aundra Jadice
Browning-Dial
Christina Clark Bruckner
Joseph Brummer
Elizabeth Marie Bryant
Heidelyn Bandoquillo
Buluran
Matthew James Buschy
Kiersten Anne Bushnell
Richard Joseph
Cadwallader
Erin Elizabeth Calhoun
Alan T. Cannon
Moemi" M. Carrillo
Shannon F. Carter
Jared Anthony Caruso
Faith A. Casias
Joseph Anthony Cesssar
Chun-Yin Chen
Laura Nicole Coddington

Molly A. Condon
Craig W. Cone
Brendan James
Connolly
Nereida Lou Corral
Lucy M. Costesso
Katherine Dryhurst
Cowen
Jessica Dey Creadon
Elizabeth Ann Crowell
Alexandria Mae Csicsely
Tessa M. Dallarosa
Richard D. Danbury
Natalie Ann Darby
Matthew Paul Davis
Theresa Maria
DeCianne
Daniel Francis
Delaney
Frederic Lawrence
deLoizaga Carney
Robin Rae
Donaldson
Holly Ann Duncan
Jonathan Craig
Eichelberger
David Alan Erstad
Deanna Renee Erstad
Christopher Biyan Eudy
John Kalin Eusebio
Brad R. Feely
Michael Foster
Amanda S. Frye
Elizabeth Marie Galmish
Connie Jo Gates
Margaret Gavigan
Nicole Theresa Giles
Bailey Kathleen Gree~
Lucy Victoria
Greenslade
Dain Burke Griffin
Patrick R. Gronstal
Caryn Janine Grow
Matthew J. Guerin
David Joseph Habib
Timothy Francis Harden
Amy Nicole Harrell
Amanda Marie Harrison
Christopher Scott
Hartman
Travis Liam Heggen

William Jonathan Mayles
Matthew B. McCarthy
Erin E. McClanahan
Michael A. McMillan
Justin Curtis Mead
Jessie H. Meeks
Jason H. Merritt
John Christian Milek
Trisha Lynn Molholm
Jennifer Montoya-Rice
Amanda Kay Moore
Xaviera Tia Moorer
Meghan Elise Moran
Sarah Frances Morgan
Jim P. Morrow
Seth Paul Mudd
Cathryn Anne Mudon
Sarah Ann Nachtigal
Andrew Scott Newton
Bao Thu Nguyen
Brian Edward Niles
Keely O'Dell
Sean Patrick O'Toole
Kirk K. Okenquist
Kathryn Anne Oliver
Melissa Marie Oliver
Chris F. Kraser
Joseph Patrick Osdieck
Ann Margaret Krohn
Erin Anne Ovitz
Kristin Kumangai
Ann Lynn Pacella
Emily T. Parris
Hong Lee
Valerie L. Pelletier
Marina Isabel Ledesma
Dominique Ann Peltier
Daniel J. Leonard
Diana Michelle Leos
Oliver Joseph Pertuit
Erick Curtis Lindenau
Brock Anthony Peters
Kenneth Martin Lippi
Darren James Peterson
Wesley Michael Lisitza
Laura J. Peyton
Matthew Christopher
Nhan Van Pham
Long
Edwin R. Piper
Kristin Genene Loos
Michael A. Pontarelli
Steven Lawrence
Alan Ramirez
Luchini
Jeffrey Charles Reece
Angela Michelle Luetters Egle Ribinskatie
James Quatman Lynch
Scott Wesley Richards
Emily Ann Major
Luke Anthony
Kimberly N. Malsom
Richardson
Michael R. Mansfield
Casey Kathleen Roberts
Erin Elizabeth Manison
Marisha Latrice Roberts
Jon James Martin
Amber S. Rockwell
Nicole Marie Martinelli
Schyler M. Rohr
Ysabel Martinez
Marc Thomas Romero
Nathan E. Matlock
Katherine T. Royer

Matthew S. Heller
Catherine Ann Hellman
Katherine Ann Halligan
Rhianna Jene Horan
Chao-An Hung
Mark J. Husson
Maureen E. Jackson
Angelica C. Jannicelli
Kelly H. Jenkins
Jason David Jugert
Carmela Salazar Kelley
Elizabeth Mary Kerr
James Joseph Kerr
Louis Ray King
Carol Ann Kirschman
Christina L. Kloosterman

Kathleen Kelly Ryan
Michael Scott Schloss
Erika D. Schneider
John M. Shaughnessy
Scott Loukas Shields
Andrew Joseph
Simmons
Eric Frost Skarda
John Brendan Slaten
Sally Rebecca Slaughter
Jacob Rohan Smith
Lance W. Snodgrass
Amber L. Spencer
Bradley L. Starring
Jay S. Stooksberry
Padraic John Swanton
Carol C. Taylor-Burds
Jennifer Leigh Thomas
Stephan James
Thomson
Clay Wesley Tichota
Ann Elizabeth Tool
Kathryn Lee Treit
Irish Gwendalyn Turnage
Leah Rose Underdown
Javier R. Vegas-Martin
Katherin M. Veik
Kristina Vengryte
Michael Paul VonFeldt
Christina Wade
Andrew James Walker
Teri Lynn Walker
Christopher M. Wall
Sonam Wangchuk
Krista Marie Weiss
Timothy Curtis Wifall
Alex Williams Winter
Rachel Shannon
Wenner
Gregory Wallace Wood
Joshua D. Wood
Crystal Anne Wright
David Kenneth Wyatt
Michael I. Wynar
Jennifer N. Younkin
Nicole Ara Zavradinos
Aaron Michael Ziegler
Jeff T. Zitnack
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Meet the graduating senior Highlander staff members
Editor-in-Chief
Padraic J. Swanton

Layout and Production
Manager
Kathleen K. Ryan

Advertising and Business
Manager
Brian E. Niles

Photography Editor
Assistant Advertising and
Business Manager
Daniel F. Delaney

Entertainment Editor
Ann E. Tool

Sports Editor
Andrew Walker

Assistant Sports Editor
Mike McMillan

Senior Reporter
Ysabel Martinez

Interviewing Reporter
Erin Ovitz
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As the years go by..
...

We thought it might be nice to remember what happened when we were freshman, sophomores, juniors and
finally seniors. Here is a recap of events from 2000-2004.

Freshman (2000-2001)

~---------

Sophomore (2001-2002)
vents
-Bombing on Taliban in Afghanistan begins (10/7/01)
-Operation Anaconda launched in Afghanistan (3/2/02)
-Hugo Chavez reinstated in Venezuela (4/12/02)
-U.S. and Russia agree to cut nuclear arsenals (5/13102)

-Steve Allen
-Victor Borge
-Alec Guinness
-Walter Mathau
-Charles Schulz
-Dale Earnhardt

U. . ven
-Septe nber Terrorist
attacks happe (9 11 0

World Events
-U .S. Sailors on Navy destroyer U.S.S. Cole die in Yemen
Terrorist explosion(10/12/00)
-Florida has to recount their votes in the presidential
elections (11/7 - 12/12/00)
-Mad cow disease alarms Europe (11/30/00)
-U .S. Spy plane and Chinese Jet Plane Collide (4/2/01)
Sports
-World Series NY Yankees d. NY Mets 4-1

-Super Bowl Baltimore d. NY Giants 34-7

s I st State o
e
Un on Address ( 29 02
Sports
-Super Bowl - New England d. St. Louis 20-17
-World Series -Anaheim d. SF Giants 4-3
-NBA Championship - LA Lakers d. New Jersey 4-0
-Stanley Cup - Detroit d. Carolina 4-1
Entertainment

-NBA Championship LA Lakers d. Philadelphia 4-1
-Stanley Cup Colorado d. New Jersey (4-3

-The Emmy Awards
are finally presented ( 11/04/01)
-The Osbournes debuts (3/5/02)

Entertainment
-FRIENDS make $750,000 per episode
-Anne Hace becomes straight and leaves Ellen DeGeneres
(8/19/00)
-The Material Girl, Madonna, marries Guy Ritchie
(12/22/00)

-Destiny's Child - Survivor
-Bob Dylan - Love and Theft
-Jennifer Lopez - J. Lo

Movies
-Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon

-George Harrison
-Jack Lemmon
-Carroll O'Connor
-Joey Ramone

-Erin Brockovich
-Gladiator

Movies

-Traffic
U.S. Events
-George W. Bush is sworn in as 43rd President (1/20/01)
-Oklahoma City Bomber Timothy McVeigh executed
(6/11/01)

Deaths
-Steve Allen
-Victor Borge
-Alec Guinness
-Walter Mathau
-Charles Schulz

-A Beautiful Mind
-The Lord of the Rings
trilogy begins with
Fellowship of the Ring
Harry Potter also makes it with
the Sorcerer's Stone
Ocean's 11
-Pearl Harbor
-Shrek

Seniors 9
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Junior (2002-2003)

Senior (2003-2004)

Entertainment
-Eminem, enters the mainstream
-Second Season of American Idol
-Crack down on people who illegally
swapped more than 1,000
songs over the internet begins.
U.S. Events
-Snipers prey upon DC suburbs, killing ten
and wounding others (Oct. 2-24).

Sports
-Super Bowl - Patriots d. Panthers (32-29)

U.S. Events
Arnold Schwarzenegger is
BCtea governor of California (Oct.

-Boston archbishop Cardinal Bernard Law resigns as a
result of the Catholic Church's sexual abuse scandals Dec.

)

-Space shuttle Columbia explodes,
killing all 7 astronauts (Feb. 1, 2003)

Movies
-Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets
-Lord of the Rings: The Two Towers
-My Big Fat Greek Wedding
-Chicago

Justin Timberlake - Justified
-Beyonce - Dangerously in Love
-Outkast Speakerbo:xxx/The Love Below
-Jack Johnson - On and ON
ovies
-Lost in Translation
-Pirates of the Caribbean
of the Christ
e lord of the Rings: The
letttm of the King
nding Nemo
-Master and Commander
-Cold Mountain

.-ton

World Events
-Terrorist bomb in Bali
kills hundreds (Oct. 12).

....
-U.S. and Britain launch war
against Iraq (March 19, 2003)

-Johnny & June Carter Cash
-Katharine Hepburn
-Gregory Hines
-Bob Hope
-Leni Riefensthal
-John Ritter
-Fred Rogers
-Strom Thurmond

-Baghdad falls to U.S. troops
(April 9, 2003)

Music
-Bruce Springsteen - The Rising
-Norah Jones - Come Away with Me
-Coldplay - A Rush of Blood to the Head
-Dave Matthews Band - Busted Stuff

Deaths
-Stephen Ambrose
-Milton Berle
-Rosemary Clooney
-Elizabeth (Queen Mum)
-John Gatti
-Ann Landers
-Princess Margaret

Are you searching
for CUI opportunity
to live within a community?

..,

_

Haw you been asking yourself: ..__,__.._
_...
Wha1' do I w11nt most in life?

Catholic Women between 18 and 35
why not visit
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HOUSI! OF DISCl!RNMl!NT
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JOJ..922-2997
tariopCksdom Ol'II
nus 11

0

place lo coif home to< a y.ar while yew Iden to fhe voice wtlhul
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All you ever wanted to know about. • •
Name: Mike Vo
Hometown Littleton CO

From: Oahu, Hawaii

Favorite Movie: Lock Stock
and Two Smokin Barrels

Born: July 31st, 1982

Favorite moment at Regis:
Baseball Rookie Party 2000

Favorite Movie: Amelie
Favorite Indulgence: Grande
Soy Latte and a Biscotti from
Starbucks

If you could be any animal,
what would you be, why?
A cow because they don't do
anything.

If you could be any Disney
princess, which would you be and why?
This is a really hard question. I would like to be Ariel from The Little
Mermaid. I've always wanted red hair; I just think it's so unique and
different.

What are you going to do after graduation?
Get a job.
Favorite beer: Anything imported from England or Ireland

Do you have a favorite toe?
I think I do. It was my second toe on my right foot, but now its kinda
curve. So now I like the big toe, because I think the nail is a little better
than the others.

Quote to live by: "I hope life's not a joke cause I don't get 1t"
If you could be any cartoon character who would you be?
Peter Griffin

Who is your role model?
Oprah. I love Oprah. She came from poverty and she was also troubled,
sexually abused. She's struggled, not just with weight, but also with a lot
of emotional stuff. She's risen to be an emotionally stable, positive figure
in the media and I like that.

Name: Travis Heggen

Where do you see yourself in five years?
Lying wasted away in a corner in my room; if I don't get out of Hawaii I'll
be addicted to sleeping pills, most likely.
What is your fondest memory here at Regis University?
Freshmen year, when my roommate. Cat, told me she would be moving
off campus. We needed our space and I was happy to hear that she
~
would be moving and out of my life.
Any advice you want to give juniors soon to be seniors?
. Experience everything. You can sleep when you're dead

Hometown: Austin, TX

Favorite Movie: Last
Samurai

Favorite moment at
Regis: Freshman year.
I partied too much and
threw up in the hall of
O'Connell.

SLACK

If you could be any tree, what
would you be, why?
A redwood, I don't really know why

If you had a million dollars
what's the first thing you would
buy?
A really nice house near the beach.

WE BUYtSHt~Bi CD'S, tPr'S, BOOKS, VlDH0S &DViD'S
+ posters, t shirts, sticl<ers, patches
cult videos, body Jewelry, collectibles,
role playing games and more!
7821 Wadsworth Blvd. Arvada 303.467 .3236
www.blackandread.com

Quote to live by:
"Live by honor, die by honor"

If you could be any cartoon
character who would you be?
Homer Simpson
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Name: Geoff Arte

11

Name: Christopher
"Toph" Scott Hartman

Major. History
Hometown: St. Louis,
Missouri

What was your favorite
ear here at Regis?
I probably would have to
say my fresi,man year was

What are you going to
miss most about
Regis? The Quad. It's
green, and the sidewalks
are well-formed.

the best

How much do you think
your brain 1s worth now
that you are raduatmg
from college?
Hopeful! dC'L ble what I
paid so n, c1ybe about

What are you going to
miss least about Regis?
The Quad. Sometimes it
floods.

$200 000
If you could pick
anyone to..s-peak at graduation living or dead, who would 1t be?
(After ery little t' s1tat1on} I'd pick JKF
If you had to be a building on campus, which would you choose?
Explain.
I would .vet be the Field House because mostly people enJoy
themselvec: there
Ice Cream: soft serve or the hard stuff?
I 1ke both b t I d take soft serve

Name: Ann Belanger
Hometown: Saint Cloud,
MN
Best Moment at Regis:
Toga Party 2004
If you could be an
amusement park ride,
what would you be?
The Bumper Cars

....

Who would win Arnold Schwarzenegger with a machine gun or
Bruce Lee? Is that a serious question? Because Bruce Lee has no
contest. He can dodge the bullets Matnx style, and Arnold's too slow.

Got any advice for younger students? In all honesty, summer
school. Oh, it makes it so much easier. Listen to me ktds, I know what
I'm talking about.

Final y, what hs your biggest regret at Regis?
I would !:ave tked to have another maJor or minor.

..._....:.:;.;..

Why did you turn down that job for Calvin Klein? Because he kept
putting other guys' heads on my body and I just thought that was
completely unethical. And my 1mt1als are C H. not C.K.

Favorite kind of tree: I don't know I'll have to go with classic Oak,
because there's a big one m my yard .

... sprinkles o syrup?
Defm te y rup

.

Favorite building here
at Regis? I'm going to
have to go with Main Hall, it's pretty. And it's haunted, still.

Finish this sentence: Now that I'm graduating, I'm really glad that I...
went to college I was going to skip and do service, but school has
been a much better experience.

Thundercats or Ninja Turtles? Ninja Turtles, no delay, hands
down, because of their theme song. If it doesn't grab you in the
first 30 seconds you're not going to watch it. Thund~rcats had the
fun music, but Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, everyone Knows the
lyrics.
What now? I think I'll pursue a career in bio-molecular
structuring for future insects so that they don't bite because that's
annoying.

If tomorrow were your last
day to live, how would you

spend your time?
With my family, water-skiing and fishing at Lake Alexander in
Minnesota.

Featured in April:

If you could have anyone speak at Graduation, who would it
be?
John Lennon
E
0..,
.,
.,>

Owen Wilson or Luke Wilson?
Luke, he has a cuter smile.
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Do you prefer Rockstars or Moviestars?
Definitely Rockstar.
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Who is your favorite roommate?
Definitely Katie Ryan.
L
.___
__
_

Our delicious
"Old Amsterdam" sandwich
Just $4.251
~

0

C)

..,
0

...
~

Only at Dubbel Dutch. Dutch imports, sandwiches, cheeses
Good food, great prices, friendly folks.
4974 Lowell Blvd., a couple of houses down from Hamlin's .
We accept credit cards. Hours Mon-Sat 9am - 6pm. C Ya!

"l
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IN TOUCH THERAPUETICS

April 28-May 2
Regis Events
Saturday, May 1
Regis Fieldhouse

4:00pm

Baccalaureate Mass

Sunday May 2
Regis College/ Rueckert-Hartman
School for Health Professionals
Undergraduate Commencement

1O:OOam-12:00pm

Boettcher Commons
Rain location: Fieldhouse

Colorado Springs Commencement 2:00pm-4:00pm

Pikes Peak Center

8:00pm-2:00am

19th and Wynkoop

Sing-Sing Celebration

As 75-80% of diseases are
stress related, IN TOUCH
THERAPEUTICS' mission js
Christ centered wellness.
We providing a safe,
compassionate, professional
environment, where common
heath issues can respond best
to massage therapy:
headaches, insomnia,
digestive disorders
(constipation and spastic
colon), anxiety, asthma, carpal
tunnel syndrome, high blood
pressure, and minor aches &
pains.
Janice M. Fritsch, CMT
7500 W. Mississippi Ave. #D-2,
Lakewood 303 462-1107
By Appointment Only

Local Denver Even~
4/28
4/30
4/30
5/01
5/01
5/02
5/02

Pepsi Center
@MN
Grizzly Rose
Fillmore
Coors Amphitheatre
Pepsi Center
Gothic

Colorado Avalanche vs. San Jose Sharks
Denver Nuggets vs. MN Timberwolves
Trick Pony

P.0.0.
Blink 182
Colorado Crush vs. Philadelphia Soul
Method Man

•

8:00 pm
8:30 pm
8:00 pm
7:00 pm
7:30 pm
1:00 pm
9:00 pm

Customer Reps
Due to expansion local
company
Must fill openings by May 14th.

Flexible Schedules, $16 baseappt.
Scholarships possible,
conditions exist
No exp. req. Apply now, start
after finals
All ages 18+
East/SE 303-337-0155
West/NW 303-238-8836
www.collegeincome.com

ACROSS
1 Gorilla

4 Paid in addition to salary
9 Amount (abbr.)
12 Ftieod
13 Mature
14
West
15 Prophecy

17 A band; hnk
19 Father of detective story

41 Character jUdgment
43 Scrap of food
44 Mars
46 Not on shore
49 Lubricant
50 Ethnic division
52 Dove sound
53Small
54Copy
55 That girl

20 Drive ttWaY
21 Hurl;toss

23 Meridian (abbr.)
24 Remove from set type
27 Minenil
28 Devotee

DOWN
1 Army Post Office (abbr.)

2Equal

30 3rd note in musical scale

3Goneby
4Wraphay
5 Lyne poem
6 13th Greek letter

31 Awful
33 Books of Bible (abbr.)
34 Vinegar ether
36 Pale
37 Enzyme (chem. suf.)
38Unit
39Will
40 Young and gang suffix

7 Stomach lesion
8Halt
9 Charm against injury
10 Bad; wrong (pref.)
11 Brewed drink
16 Bed
18 Treadle
20 Restore service

29Wand

21 Haiey's_
22 Get up
23 Damage
25 Not tight
26Comein
28 Evergreen
29 Bread roll
31 Devil
32 Ardent follower
35 Mexican food
37 Add to
39 Provide food
40 Standing room only (abbr.)
42 Payment for occupancy
43 Reed instrument
44 War prisoner (abbr)
45 Untruth
46 Bowed. curved
47 Fish eggs

48 Beetle
51 Southern state (abbr.)

